
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                   

NEW YORK (March 2019) - Jude Heslin Di Leo, a current Cooper Hewitt National Design Award Nominee, will introduce 
his debut collection inspired by the gibbous Moon at the Architecture Digest Design Show from March 21-24 at Pier 94, 
booth M102 in New York City.

The collection of maple, bronze and leather furniture were envisioned while taking in the remarkable clarity of the moon 
phases over the summer of 2018 on the North Fork of Long Island. Jude has also created the Amplifier Table made of solid 
quartz crystal slabs, to set and amplify intentions. Each piece of the collection has been crafted in Brooklyn and the East End 
of Long Island, where Jude splits his time.

The booth will host events March 21-23. The first event will be an introduction to the collection by Jude Heslin Di Leo and 
will follow with a talk on the moon phases by Juliana McCarthy of Ethereal Culture on March 21 at 1pm. A sound bath will be 
shared by Nicole Adriana Casanova on March 22 at 1pm. Creating a High Vibe Home with crystals and Feng Shui by Colleen 
McCann of Style Rituals will take place on March 23 at 1pm.

PHILOSOPHY
Jude honors the objects, tools, and spaces that give us pause and enhance our lives on a multidimensional level. Design itself 
is a powerful tool and carries messages. It’s vital to create with intention, in a positive way, to craft these messages. Jude 
believes the most successful creations make an impression, awakening something deep within us to reshape our thinking.

In these times of profound change, uncertainty and chaos, Jude has retreated from the infatuation of keeping up with the 
new. Instead he has gone inward and invested in his own self-care and solace. He’s learned that design is part of his self care and 
a way for him to support the well-being of others. Jude’s overall intention is to nourish people with experiences, using design 
in a meditative way to bring us into the present moment.  

BIOGRAPHY
Jude Heslin Di Leo is a spatial designer and creator of interiors, furniture and experiences. He has designed, managed and devel-
oped interior build-outs, furniture and lighting elements for restaurants, retail, offices, residences, and events in New York City 
and the East End of Long Island. In 2007, Jude co-founded sustainable furniture company, Bear & Lion with Bernardo Guillermo 
in Brooklyn. Across his career, Jude has collaborated with highly regarded architectural and interior design firms, developers, 
and artists. Born in San Francisco, Jude received his bachelor’s degree in Industrial Design from Pratt Institute, and studied 
Graphic Design while attending Rhode Island School of Design.
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